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The Transpartisan Review’s

Stand-alone Series

A recurring feature of The Transpartisan Review (TTR) 

beginning in January 2019, TTR’s second anniversary.

ABOUT THIS PROJECT

This series joins our weekly Transpartisan Notes series (now 

on note #115) begun July 4, 2016 and consists of important 

articles from the transpartisan community. The articles come 

from individuals such as The Transpartisan Review’s advisors, 

colleagues, family, friends and commenters. We plan to publish 

such articles as they seem useful.

Thank you for your interest in The Transpartisan Review. 

To receive notifications of our latest content,  
send your email address to editor@transpartisanreview.com. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITORS

“Citizens in this new era of individuation need to be regarded 
as capable of self-governance and operating in active citizenship.  
They need to do this in informal spiritual relationships in which 
they see past superficial differences among them and embrace each 
other as human.”

– A. Lawrence Chickering

“The Transpartisan process, like walking (an action that integrates the 
right leg and the left), seeks integration rather than compromise—it 
embraces and transcends, thus “trans,” perceived differences.” 

– James S. Turner
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I call myself transpartisan because:

1. I see important truths in both left and right.

2. In our Four-Quadrant Transpartisan Matrix each quadrant—Order-Right, Freedom-Right, 
Order-Left, and Freedom-Left—holds part of the truth, and all quadrants need the others to be 
‘complete’.  

3. Applying this Matrix guides me to what I support and can agree on with others:

I am for the Order-Left’s commitment to the disadvantaged and marginalized; and I 
am also, like the Order Left, for using government as a major instrument (not the only 
or even primary instrument) to solve issues of the disadvantaged and marginalized;  

I am for the Order-Right’s commitment to promoting change for and through people 
‘close by’.  I oppose government’s’ centralized ‘solutions’, which tend to mechanize the 
personal engagement that I believe is essential to solve problems;

I oppose Order Right’s commitment to engagement limited to particular 
communities or clans.  It, like centralized ‘solutions,’ ignores the crucial role played by 
freedom (freedom quadrants), which creates spaces for people different from each other; 

I am for the Freedom-Right’s commitment to freedom from order imposed either by 
the Order Right (tradition) or by the Order Left (government); and
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I am for the Freedom-Left’s commitment for the same reason: for its commitment to 
freedom from order imposed either by the Order Right (tradition) or by the Order Left 
(government). 

4. When the government is everything, it disempowers and crowds out any significant role 
for citizens in public institutions, much as religious systems did in the past.  Both major political 
parties support a weak concept of citizenship, with citizens having little or no active role in public 
institutions and policies. 

5. Real experiences, in both the U.S. and globally, show that active citizenship is crucial both to 
bring people together and to solve many, if not most, issues such as those affecting public schools, 
health care, and foreign and security policy, among many issues. 

6. Both left and right use identity politics as political weapons.  Each forcefully appeals to 
‘victims’ beaten down by ‘oppressors’.  The Order Left advocates for its ‘victims’ especially on 
RACE.  Republican ‘conservative’ Donald Trump advocates for new ‘victims’—white, ethnic 
workers oppressed by Order Left policies claimed to help them. 

7. I am concerned that under left identity politics, all blacks are victims of (oppressed by) white 
racism.  As with all victim groups, this means that black victims have no control over their own 
lives or opportunities.  Black victims can succeed only when their oppressors change. 

8. I am concerned that under Trump right identity politics, all working class whites are victims 
of (oppressed by) left government policy.  As with all victim groups this means these whites have 
no control over their lives or opportunities.  These white workers can succeed only when their 
oppressors change. 

9. I am concerned that both black and white victims are said to be controlled and oppressed by 
the poorest, least educated, and perhaps most reviled people in the society—poor whites and poor 
blacks.  The racism underlying these widely expressed sentiments, especially by major media, as 
the highest idealism regarding both blacks and whites is unfathomably vile.

10. I am concerned about the deep alienation that is evident among the electorate toward 
our political system, especially the major political parties (there are now more Independents than 
either Democrats or Republicans).  This alienation is growing, and Donald Trump’s election is one 
expression of it.

11. I am concerned that the greater the conflict, the better the television as an entertainment 
medium.  One great cause of alienation is the extreme conflict in the mainstream political debate 
as, inflamed by the media, parties push to extremes. Principals in the political system, including 
our political leaders, get headlines, whether they seek them or not, by advocating extreme 
positions. 

12. Increasing individuation since WWII—advancing consciousness of the subjective self—tends 
toward/offers an antidote for ideological swings.  It increases the possibilities for empowered 
citizens to play active roles in public institutions.  Individuation reflects increasing demands for 
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self-expression.  Growing demands for self-expression reflect a growing demand for self-governance.  
Self-governance requires strong citizenship.

13.  Increasing individuation—or potential for it—is a reality in most parts of the world: even 
in rural India where traditional girls are breaking out of repressed cultural roles that keep them 
down.  Real experiences in empowerment show that such girls can become empowered to be 
powerful leaders and role models. 

14. The institutional and policy challenge is to promote freedom to choose the good.  Real 
experiences guide these choices in many countries.  They occur with personal engagement of people in 
civil society. 

15.  Increasing individuation increases citizen demands for active political and social roles—
or self-governance.  It explains why the authoritarian religious model has lost its relevance as a 
governing structure.  This model is now fueling increasing alienation from political systems and 
from the major political parties that sustain them.

16.  Citizens in this new era of individuation need to be regarded as capable of self-governance 
and operating in active citizenship, actively working with governments to make ‘government’ 
institutions work.  They need to do this in informal spiritual relationships in which they see past 
superficial differences among them and embrace each other as human.

17. Shared property rights in public spaces such as schools, housing projects, and community 
health centers are powerful instruments for promoting human connection.  Economics can help 
human association and connection by expanding its interest in rights beyond private to public space.  
Common ownership institutionalizes decentralization, an Order Right value, in a form embraced 
by Order Left as empowerment. 

18. With increasing individuation for everyone including the disadvantaged, The Transpartisan 
Matrix may help understand the disadvantaged.  Real experiences now show that every 
disadvantaged group can be empowered. 

19. The Four-Quadrant Transpartisan Matrix creates space for integrating the entire values 
reality.  Important issues may be missed without sorting the values of the ‘political class’—people 
who both operate and influence the government—into these quadrants.  Different forces affect 
different matters in different ways at different times.   

20. Understanding what [values/factors/material] have been omitted is essential to imagine a 
combination of values and actions that form a coherent ‘whole’.  Recognizing that the whole 
includes left and right, integrating freedom and order, helps me make political decisions and 
explains why I call myself transpartisan.

A. Lawrence Chickering 
St. Helena Napa Valley 

June 30, 2018
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I call myself transpartisan because:

1. I find each individual’s politics to be as unique as their fingerprints; 

2. I find that recognizing this individual political uniqueness helps me listen to and speak with virtu-
ally any/all individual(s) in terms of the Transpartisan Matrix.  

3. From these conversations, I experience Transpartisan as more an adjective than a noun—a way 
of acting or being more than a place to argue from or defend--a vibrating essence more than a static 
structure; 

4. Listening this way, I’ve noticed that the more or less conservative and more or less ordered an indi-
vidual is tends to vary with specific issues, precise times, contrasting views and a wide variety of other 
variables and is in constant flux; 

5. In this context, I have so far met no one who is always more conservative than I, more order 
friendly than I, or more partisan than I on every issue, indeed I almost always find some—usually 
many—matters on which any individual and I agree... profoundly; 

6. This recognition of agreement and investment in pleasurable human interaction seems to create an 
emotional resonance--an account of good feelings--that my conversational partner(s) and I can draw 
on when we discover items upon which we appear to differ; 

7. For me these conversations fuel the transpartisan process calling forth creative solutions that draw 
on and integrate differences into newly discovered viewpoints, approaches, policies, shared goals, 
etc.; 

8. In this context the more diversely partisan the individuals involved the more powerful the Trans-
partisan effect; in my experience partisan and Transpartisan go hand and hand; 

9. The Transpartisan process, like walking (an action that integrates the right leg and the left), seeks 
integration rather than compromise—it embraces and transcends, thus “trans,” perceived differences. 

As a part of my Transpartisan experiences, I strongly believe that each individual is best served by us-
ing the words that work for them.  Transpartisan has worked, and continues to work, for me, in ways 
suggested above and others, for over a decade.

James S. Turner 
Washington, D.C. 
September 1, 2010
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